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Abstract 
Let M = {Mz,z C R2+ } be a two-parameter st ong martingale, A be a two-parameter increasing 
process on R2+ = [0, +~)  x [0, +~) .  Consider the following stochastic differential equations in 
the plane: 
Xz : Xo + f a(¢,X)dM¢ + f b(¢,X)dA¢ 
• I Rz JRz  
for z E R2+. Under some assumptions on the coefficients a, b and the integrators M, A, we 
prove the existence and uniqueness of solutions for the equations, and obtain some estimates on 
moments of solution. 
AMS classification : 60H15, 60H20. 
Keywords: Two-parameter stochastic differential equation; Two-parameter strong martingale; 
Two-parameter Ito's formula; Gronwall's inequality 
1. Introduction 
Reid (1983) gave an estimate on moments of the solutions to the following stochastic 
differential equations: 
Xz=fRe(~,X)dW~+fRf (~,X)d~ (1.1) 
z z 
under conditions that the coefficients e and f satisfy some growth conditions, where 
W is a two-parameter Wiener process on R 2 = [0, +c~)  x [0, +c~).  In this paper 
we are concerned with the two-parameter stochastic differential equations with respect 
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to martingales, 
X~ = Xo + ~ a(¢,X)dM¢ + ~_ b(~,X)dA~ (1.2) 
dR dR z z 
for z E R2+, where M is a two-parameter strong martingale, and A is a two-parameter 
increasing process on R2+. We will study the existence and uniqueness of solutions for 
Eq. (1.2) in Section 3, and obtain our main results on the estimates of solutions in 
Section 4. Reid's (1983, Theorem 4.2) result can be considered as a special case of 
Theorem 4.1. Our results are based on two-parameter Ito's formula and Gronwall's 
inequality. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let R2+ = [0 ,+~)  x [0,+00), dR2+ be its boundary. I f z  = (s,t) and z' = (s',t') 
are two points in R2+, we write z<~z' iff s<<.s' and t<~t ~, z < z ~ i f f s  < s' and 
t < t', z/~ z' /ff s < s p and t > t t. We shall adopt the notations: z ®z ~ = (s,t'), 
zVz' = (max(s, s'), max(t, f ) ) ,  zZz' = (min(s, s'), min(t, t')). We also use the notation 
(z,z'] = {¢ E R2,z < ¢~<z'} for the left open rectangle, when z < z'. For a fixed 
z E R2+, Rz will denote the rectangle [0,z] = {¢ E R2+, ¢ ~< z}. If f is a map from 
R2+ to R, then the increment of f on the rectangle (zl,z2] is given by f((zl,z2]) = 
f(z2) - f (z l  @z2) - f(z2 ®zl)  + f(z l ) .  
Let (~,~,P)  be a complete probability space, and let {~z,Z E R2+} be a family of 
sub a-fields of ~ satisfying the usual axioms as introduced in Cairoli and Walsh 
(1975). A two-parameter stochastic process M = {Mz, z E R 2} is said to be a strong 
martingale if (1) M is adapted; (2) M vanishes on the axes; (3) E{M((z ,z ' ] ) l~ V 
~2} =0, whenever z<z', and if we replace (3) by (3)' E{m((z ,z ' ] ) l~z } =0, when- 
ever z < z', then M is said to be a weak martingale, where ~1  - a(Uv~I0,+oo) ~(~,v)) 
and ~z  (s, t). z  - a(Uu~[0,+oo)~-(u,t)) for z = 
We will also use the concepts of adapted 1- and 2-martingale as introduced in Cairoli 
and Walsh (1975). It is well known (cf. Cairoli and Walsh, 1975; Wong and Zokai, 
1977) that a strong martingale is a martingale; a two-parameter stochastic process is a 
martingale if and only if it is both an adapted 1-martingale and an adapted 2-martingale; 
adapted 1- and 2-martingales are weak martingales. We know that (Merzbach and 
Zakai, 1980) for any square integrable martingale M there exists ~i-predictable in- 
creasing process [M] i (i = 1, 2) and ~z-predictable increasing process (M) such that 
(M) 2 -  [M] i (i = 1, 2) is an i-martingale (7 = 1,2, when i = 2, 1, respectively) 
and (M) 2 - (M) is a weak martingale. Moreover, the concepts of the following types 
of stochastic integral fR~ ~b~ dM¢, f fR~ ×n~ (¢. n) dM~ dM, and f fR~ ×n~ 4'(¢. ,) dp~ dMn 
introduced by Wong and Zakai (1977) will be used. 
In order to obtain our main results, we prepare some basic facts. 
Theorem 2.1 (Two-parameter Ito's formula). Let a(09,z,x) and b(eo, z,x) be real func- 
tions on ~ x R2+ x R, M be a right continuous quare integrable martingale such that 
(M) = [M] 1 = [M] 2 and A be a continuous adapted increasing process with Mz = 
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Az = 0 for z E OR 2, and suppose that there exists a real stochastic process X = 
{Xz,z E R 2} such that the two-parameter stochastic process {fRa(~,X)dMo z E 
R2+} is a continuous quare integrable martingale, and {fR, b(~,X)dA¢, z E R2+} is a 
continuous adapted process with bounded variation. I f  we define a stochastic process 
yby 
Yz= Yo+ fR a(~,X)dM¢+ fR b(~,X)dA¢, 
z z 
then for any real function f E C4(R) we have 
f (Y , ) -  f(Yo) 
= fRf'(Y~)a(~.X)dM ¢ + fRzf'(Y~)b(~.X)dA~ 
1 
+~ JR. f"(Y~)a2(~.X) d(M)~ 
+ f fRz×. l(, /\ ¢)f"(Y,®n)a(u,X)a(¢.X)dMndM, 
+ f jQx. l(r/a ~)f"(Y:®n)b(rl.X)b(~.X)dAn ~ 
1 
+ 4 f fR.×. I(rl A ~)f(4)(Y~®n)a2(rl,X)a2(~,X)d(M)n d(M)¢ 
+ f fR.x. I(rl A ~)f"(Y~®n)b(rl.X)a(~.X)dAn M~
+ f fR.×. 1(~/A ~)f"(Y¢®n)a(,.X)b(~.X)dMndA ~ 
I(t/A ~)f(3)(y¢®n )aa(rl,X)a(~, X) d(M)n dM~ 
I(q A ~)f(3)(y¢on)a(rl,X)a2(~,X ) dMn d(M)~ 
I(rl A ~)f(3)(Y¢on)a2(ri, X)b(~,X ) d(M)n dA¢ 
I(q A ~)f(3)(Y~®n)b(tI,X)a2(~,X ) dA n d(M)~, 
where 
1 i f  qA{, 
I(q A ~) = 0 otherwise. 
(2.1) 
Proof. For a fixed z = (so, to) c R2+, we know that {Y(~,to),S C R+} is a semimartingale 
w.r.t. (O~zl)zeR2+ and {Y(~o,O,t C R+} is a semimartingale w.r.t. (o~)z~R~ + . By using 
one-parameter Ito's formula (see lkeda and Watanabe, Theorem 5.1) and a procedure 
similar to that of Proposition 5.1 in Wong and Zakai (1978) we will complete the 
proof. [] 
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Theorem 2.2 (see Chevalier, 1982; B-D-G's inequality). For any two-parameter right 
continuous quare integrable martingale M and real number p > 1, there exists 
Cp > 0 and Cp > 0 such that 
E(Mz *p ) <~ CpE( (M) p/2 ) <~ Cpe(Mz *p ) 
hold for z E R2+, where Mz* = SUpz, ~<z [M~ ' [. 
Theorem 2.3 (Gronwall's inequality). Assume that f~, g~ and h~ are non-negative 
non-decreasing functions on R2+, and Bz is an increasing function on R2+, with Bz = 0 
for z E aR2+ satisfying 
/o /o ] f z  <<. Oz + hz f¢ dB~ + f~,t d,~B,,t + f,,~ d~Bs~ z 
for z = (s,t) E R2+. Then f~gzexp{3hzBz}.  
Proof. By induction on n, for every integer n/> 1, it is easy to show that 
n- -1  [3h~Bz]k 
f~ <<.gz ~-~ k! 
k=O 
- - + f z - -  
[3h~Bz] ~
n! 
Letting n ~ +oo in the last inequality, we have 
oo 
f z  <~gz ~-~ [3hzBz]n - gzexp{3hzBz}. [] 
n[ 
n=O 
3. Existence and uniqueness theorem 
Let C = C(R2+) be the space of all continuous real-valued functions on R2+, M(C) 
be the a-field on C, ~(R~_) be the Borel a-field on R 2. Let .~z(C) be the a-field 
generated by the cylinder sets {o9 E C; co(~) E E}, where E E ~(R)  and (~< z. 
We write M( f l  ×R2+ x C) for the collection of all real-valued function ~ on l'~ x R~_ × C 
satisfying the following measurability conditions: 
1 ° ~ is an ~ x ~(R~_) x ~(C) /~(R)  measurable transformation of  ~ x R 2 x C 
into R; 
20 for every z E R~_, ~(.,z, .) is an ~z  x ~z(C) /~(R)  measurable transformation of 
x C into R. 
We write Xe for the collection of all continuous adapted two-parameter stochastic 
process on R2+. For X E Z¢, z0, z E R2+, we write 
go 
x*  = sup IxeJ, IlSllz = {E{Xz*=}} m, IIXII = ~--~ 2-kmin{llXll~k,k>, 1), 
~<z k=0 
s(e2+) -- {X : X E Z¢, IlXllz < +~,  for z E R~_}, 
x z° = {Xz~o}z~R~, S(zo) = {x  z° :x  E S(R2+)}. 
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We have (Yeh, 1981) that S(R 2)  is a Banach space equipped with the norm I1" [I and 
S(zo) is its subspace. Let Fc denote the collection of continuous adapted stochastic 
process on llxOR2+. Similarly, we define Z~*, IlZllz, [IZll for any Z EFc and S(ORZ+) = 
{z:  z E r~, IlZll~ < +oo for z E OR2}. 
In this section, we consider the following stochastic differential equations: 
X~=Z(s ,o )+Z(o , t ) -Z (o ,o )+fRa(~,X)dM~+fR b(~,X) dA¢ (3.1) 
z z 
for z = (s, t) E R2+, where Z EFc, A is a continuous increasing process with Az = 0 for 
z E OR2+, M is a continuous quare integrable martingale with Mz = 0 for z E c3R 2, and 
a, b E M(I I  x R~_ x C). We write it as Xz - Z(s,O) + Z(o, t) -- Z(0,0) Aw a(X) .  M z ~- b (X) .  A z 
for short. 
Furthermore, we suppose that there exists a non-negative predictable process L -- 
{L~lz E R~_} and an increasing function B on R~_ such that 
(C.1) For every ~o E 11 and G(z, o9) - fR[1 + L¢(to)]d[A¢(co) + (M)~(to)], the 
random measure generated by Gz(~o) is dominated by the measure generated by B, 
that is, 
dG(., co) ~< dB(.) a.s. (3.2) 
(C.2) For every z E R 2, x, y E C, we have 
la(co, z,x) - a(oo, z, y)l 2 <~ Lz(oO)(x - y);2, 
Ib(eo, z,x) - b(og, z, y)  I <~ Lz(oo)(x - y)*. (3.3) 
(C.3) For every z E R 2, x E C, we have 
la(a~,z,x)l 2 <~ Lz(~O)(1 +Xz2), 
Ib(oJ, z,x)l ~ Zz(o~)(1 + Xz). (3.4) 
(C.4) For every fixed ~o, x, a(~o,z,x) is left continuous in z. 
Proposition 3.1. / f  the coefficients a, b and the integrators M, A in Eq. (3.1) satisfy 
the conditions (C.1) (C.3) (C.4), then the stochastic integral fl~z a(~,X)dM¢(_-__ a(X ) . 
Mz) is well defined for any X E Zc. 
Proof. Since, for any X E Zc and z E R 2, the transformation 091 ~ (o~,X(to, .)): 
t l  ~ (t l  × C) is ~z/~z  x ~z(C) measurable and a(.,z,.) is ~-z x ~z(C) /~(R)  
measurable, then by (C.4) their composition transformation a(. ,z ,X( . ) )  is ~z/~(R)  
measurable, and a(. ,z ,X(.))  is a predictable process. Let 
1 XT(c~)~ N, 
TN, z(tO) = 0 o therwise .  
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N = 1,2 . . . . .  By Wong and Zakai (1976), we know that {TN} are {~z,Z 6 R2} -
predictable stopping times and TN Y 1 (as N ~ +cx~). By (C.1) and (C.3), we get 
E {~za2(~,X)TN,¢d(M)¢} <~ E { fR (I + X~2)TNgL~d(M)¢ } 
~< (1 + NZ)Bz < +oo. 
So we can define the stochastic integral ~U = fR~ a(~,Y)Tu,¢ dM~ and it is easy to see 
that 
y(N+I)TN = ~'NTN ' 
(YN)z= fRza2(~,X)TN,~d(M)¢ T fRza2(~,X)d(M)~ 
(as N --~ +oo), which implies that there exists a stochastic process Y such that Yz = 
limN~+oo ~N, a.s. ~o C ~. Hence, we can define the Y as stochastic integral of a w.r.t. 
M, and we denote it by a(X). Mz. It is easy to see that for z ~< z ~, 
a(X ~') . M~ = a(X) . Mz. [] (3.5) 
Lemma 3.1. Let ~ be a mapping from S(RZ+) to S(R~_) satisfying the following 
conditions: there exists an increasing function B and a non-negative non-decreasing 
function fz on R2+ such that 
1 ° For all X, X' E S(R~_) and z c R2+, 
II~Xll~ <~ f z + f z ~ IlXll~ d~¢, (3.6) 
d/( z 
II~X - ~X'llz 2<~fz fRz IIX - X'll~ ~¢.  (3.7) 
2 0 For every X ~ C S(R~), 
(~XZ')~ = (~X)~ , z<~z'. (3.8) 
Then there exists a unique element X E S(R~_) such that 
zX = X. (3.9) 
Proof. For a fixed zo E R~_, X, X'  E S(R2+), by induction on integer k ~> 1 and using 
(3.6)-(3.8) we get 
k--1 ~ k ( f~) i  (fz ~) 2 
II~kXllz 2 <~fz Z i----f--. + ~ IIXII~ < +oc, (3.10) 
i=0 
I I ?X - ~kX'llz ~ < (fzBz)k ---~---.v IIX -X ' l l z  2 (3.11) 
for z<<.zo. Choosing ko such that (fzoBzo)k°/ko! < 1, we deduce from (3.10) and (3.11) 
that vko is a contraction from S(zo) to S(zo), hence, by fixed point theorem, there exists 
a unique element X E S(zo) such that (vX)z = X~ for 
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On the other hand, we can take an increasing sequence {z,} C R 2 such that ~+o~ 
[0,z,] = R2+. Also for any n~> 1 we know from above that there exists X n E S(z,) such 
that 
(~X")z = Xz", z<~z, (3.12) 
which, together with (3.8), implies that for z ~<z, 
(Tx(,+I)z°)~ = (~X(n+l))z = X("+ ~) = X)'+I)~. 
So X ('+1)~" is also a solution of Eq. (3.9), therefore, we have that X ('+1)~" = X~('),z <~z,. 
Let X = ~n~l xnI[o, z,]\[0, z°_,], then X E S(R2+) is the unique solution of Eq. (3.9). 
[] 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that the coefficients a, b and the integrators M, A in Eq. (3.1) 
satisfy the conditions (C.1)-(C.3). Then for any Z E S(~R2+) there exists a unique 
solution X E S(R2+) of Eq. (3.1). 
Proof. Following an idea of Nie (1987), we give a sketch of proof for the sake of 
completeness. We define an operator z from S(R2+) to S(R 2) by 
(zX)z = Z(s,o) + Z(o,t)- Z(o,o) + fR a(~,X)dM~ + ~R b(~,X)dA ~ (3.13) 
z z 
for z E R 2. We need only to show that for any Z E S(OR2), r satisfies the conditions 
10 and 2 o of Lemma 3.1. By using Schwarz inequality, Theorem 2.2 and the conditions 
(C.1)-(C.3), we have for any X, X' E S(R 2) 
M[[~ ~< 16B~ + 16/ ,  HXII~ dB~, Ila(X). 
d/ (  
z 
.AII~<~2B z + 2Bz ~ HX[I~dB¢, lib(X) 2 
z 
- b (g ' ) ) .  All 2 ~<B~ fR= [IX - g'll~ ~¢,  II(b(X) 
a(g') .M l l~<16~ IIX -g'll~- II(a(X) I 
z 
These inequalities together with (3.13) imply that 
II~Xll~ ~<5(311Zll 2 + 2B2 + 16Bz) + 10(Bz + 8)/~ tlXll~ dB~, 
dE z 
~X'H2z <~2(Bz + 16) ~ IlX - X'll~ dB~. II~X 
Taking f~ = max{5(BlIZil 2+ 2B~ + 16B~), 10(Bz + 8)}, we know from the last two 
inequalities that z satisfies the condition 1 ° of Lemma 3.1. On the other hand, we see 
from (3.5) and the definition of z that ~ also satisfies the condition 2 o of Lemma 3.1, 
and therefore the proof is completed. [] 
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4. Main results 
In this section, we consider Eq. (1.2), where M is a right continuous two-parameter 
square integrable strong martingale and A is a continuous {ffz}zcR~-adapted increasing 
process. We have the following. 
Theorem 4.1. Let X be a solution to Eq. (1.2) with coefficients a, b and integrators 
M, A satisfying conditions (C.1), (C.3), (C.4). in Section 3 and that (M) = [M] 1 = 
[M] 2. Then for z E R2+ and real number n > 0 there exists a constant C depending 
only on n such that the following inequalities hold 
(i) EXz*"~<(1 + 2E[Xol2)exp{3C(1 + Bz)Bz}, 0 < n<~2, 
(ii) EX~ *n ~<(1 + 2elx01 ~) exp{72C(1 + 6Bz + 2Bz2)Bz2}, 2 < n ~<4, 
(iii) Ex;n~( I  + 2ElXo[8)exp{72C(1 +6Bz + 2B2z)B~}, 4 < n<~8, 
(iv) EXz*" ~<(1 + 2ElXo[")exp{72C(1 + 6B~ + 2Bz2)B 2} - 1, n > 8. 
Proof. Let 
1 when Xf(ro)<~N, 
Iiv, z(rO) = 0 otherwise 
for z E R2+ and N = 1,2 ..... Then as we see in the proof of Proposition 3.2, IN(.) 
is a predictable process. We write 
"a(X)z = ~(go, z,X) = a(~,z,X)IN, z(OO), 
"&X)z -~(o~,z,X) = b(~,z,X)/N,z(~O), 
.~z - ~(X). Az = [ ~(¢,X)dA¢, 
JR  z 
Mz -"a(X). Mz -- ~ "a(g,X)dM¢, 
d ie  z 
2o =XolN,(O,O)(W), Xz =2o +~¢z +-4z. (4.1) 
By using conditions (C.1) and (C.3) we get that 
dlAzl ~< [b(z,X)lIN, zd& <.Lz(1 + X;  )ZN, zdAz 
~< (1 + X*)IN, zdBz <~(1 + N)dBz, (4.2) 
d(~r)z = a2(z,X)]N,z d(M)z 
~< Ldl +X72)IN, zd(M)z 
~< (1 +X*2)IN, zdBz~(1 + N2)dBz. (4.3) 
Therefore, we have from (4.2), (4.3) and Theorem 2.2 that 
E{l~zl p} ~< cpE{(~)y/2} <~cp(1 + U2)p/2Bz < +oo, 
E([~IzlP} <~(1 + Nz)p/2Bz < +cx~ 
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for p~>l. Hence, ~ and b satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2.1. Let f(x) = Ixl p 
(p = 2 or p>~4) for any x E R; then f(x) C C4(R) and by Theorem 2.1 we get 
2.1" -12o ~ 
~<sup L f'(2~)~(~,X)dM~ +sup L f'(2~)~(~,X)dA~ 
, t  ~Z z t Z t ~Z z # 
' L += sup f"(2¢)'d2(~,X)d(M)¢ 2 z' ~<z ., 
+sup// 
z t ~<z z # ×R,t 
+supS L z t <~z z t X Rzt 
1 
+-  sup 
4 z' ~z  
+ sup 
z t ~ z 
+ sup 
z t <<,z 
1 
+-  sup 
2 z'  ~<z 
1 
+ - sup 
2 z' ~<z 
1 
+ = sup 
2 z'  ~<z 
1 
+-  sup 
2 z, ~<z 
I(~ A ~)f"(2~®n)~(q,X)~(~,X ) dM. dM~ 
I01A ~)f"(X~®n)b(q,X)b(~,X) dA n dA~ 
i L., xR., I(q A ~)f(4)(X~®n)'~2(q,X)~2(~,X)d(M)n d(M)~ 
ISL.,... 
IJz,.., 
I(q A ~)f"(2~®n)b(q,X)~(~,X ) dA n dM~ 
I ( q A ~ )f"  (-~¢®n )~( q,X )b( ~,X )dM n dA~ 
i Lz, xR., l(q A ~)f(3)(2~®n)~2(q,X)~(~,X ) d(M)n dM~ 
----I1+I2+Is+'..+I12. 
So we have 2.* p -12ol p ~ E]--:l I, which implies that 
E(X ;  2p)  ~ 2E[(X *p -IXo[P) 2 + i2ol2P1 
12 
~< 2E]Xol 2p + 24 E EI~. (4.4) 
i=0 
Now we estimate EI~ ..... EI~2 . For this we will use the following elemental 
inequality: 
IOI s ~< 1 + lOft +/~ (4.5) 
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for ~ > 0 and /~ > 0. In the sequel, all the constants depending only on p will be 
simply denoted by C; it may change from one inequality to another one. By (4.5), 
(C.1), (C.3) and Theorem 2.2 we get 
EI~ = E Isup(z,<,z fRz, f'(~)'d(~'X)dM~ }2 
<. c f~(1 + e2~2P)dB~. (4.6) 
By (4.5), (C.1), (C.3) and Schwarz inequality we also get 
El~=E(sup(z, <,  fR, f ' ( '~  )~(~'X) dA C z  }2 
<<- E { fR [f'(.~¢)l[b(~,X)'dA¢} 2 
~ CBzE IX~*[2~-2(1 +x i ) IN,:dB~ 
z 
<~ CBz f (1 + Ex[2P)dB~. (4.7) 
,] Rz 
Similarly, 
EI~ <. CBz fR,(1 + E2;2P)d.B¢. (4.8) 
Noting (M) = [M] 1 = [M] 2 we have from Proposition 2.4 of Cairoli and Walsh (1975) 
that 
<f f×R ~(~,~)~Vt¢dM,>z= f ~xR~2(~,q)d(M)ed(M) .. (4.9) 
So we deduce from (4.5), (4.9), (C.1), (C.3) and Theorem 2.2 that 
{/ fRR "~'~'*2p-4[1-'~-X;2)(I-~-X;2)INrIIN'¢'dBqdB~} <~ CE l(qA ~y'~v~ ~ , , 
×R~ 
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{ffR y,~*2p-4(1 ~.2 ,2 } CE I (qA~v n ~ + '¢v,;dB~dB, 
z )<Re 
{jo s jo } <~ CE (1 A.p A.p 
~*p ~.p 
~<c E (l+Xd,)d~B~, +E (l+Ys~)d~B~ 
[/o s /o t ] <~ CBz (1 + E22,zP)d~B~t + (1 q-EX~2P)dzBsr . (4.10) 
Similarly, we have 
EI~ <~ CB3 [foS(I + EX*t2p)d~B~t+ fo'(I + EXs*~2P)d~Bs~], (4.11) 
In order to estimate EI~, we need the following. 
Le~aa 4.1. Assume that M is a continuous two-parameter strong martingale, A 
is an adapted continuous two-parameter stochastic process of finite variation and 
dlA~ I<~OzdB~, where O~ is a non-negative bounded, adapted continuous process. Let 
• (~, tl) be a predictable process (see Cairoli and Walsh, 1975) satisfying 
(i) ~(~, r/) = 0 unless ~ A ~h 
(iX)for zo E R2+, E{ f  fR~oXRzo ~2(~,r/)dlA~ld(M)n} < +oc. 
Let Y~ = f fR~xl~z q!(~,q)dA~dM,, for z = (s,t)<~zo = (so, to); then we have 
t ~o jt ~<4E{vart<to~sot} 2 <~4BzoE ~ 2 . q2-(~, n)O¢ dB¢ d(M), 
z 0 X Rz 0 
Proof. The first inequality is obtained by Theorems 2.5 and 3.1 of Wong and Zakai 
(1976), therefore it suffices to show the second inequality. We divide the proof into 
two steps. 
(i) ~(~,r/) -- OJDxE(~,tl) , where D = (zl,z2] and E = (Z'I,Z2] are left open rectangles 
such that if q E D and r/' ¢ E then t/A q~, and e is an ~',v~-measurable bounded 
random variable. It is easy to prove that 
Yz = ~z,4(D fq Rz)M(E A R~), 
vart<to( Y~ot ) <~ [A(D)I I~'/(E)I. 
(iX) ~(~,rl) = ~"~i,j ~i, jlD~×Ej(~,rl), where Di = (zi,z[] and Ej = (Yj,~'~] are left open 
rectangles uch that if ~ C Di and r/ E E~ then ~ A r/, and ~i,j is a ~,v~-measurable 
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bounded random variable (i, j = 1,2 ..... n.); in this case we have 
E(vart<~toYsot)2<~E(~i [Al(Di)[Z~idM(Ej)l} 2
J 
2 \ 1/2 ,~z ,E{~i  ]~j ~i, jM(Ej) 
<. azoE 
(by the strong martingale property of M) 
i j 
= zoE{f ) • 
By taking limit in the last inequality, we complete the proof. [] 
Now we turn to estimate EI~. By Lemma 4.1, similar to the proof of (4.10), and 
noting d[b(X)- A~[ ~<(1 + X~*)IN, ndBn we have 
EI72=E ~sup / fR~, x&,/(r/A ~)f"(X¢®n)b(r/,X)~(~,X)dA, t dM~ }2 [ z t <~z 
"4BzE{/~xRl(qA')f't(X~®~t'2~d2(',X)(l+X~)2lN, ndBnd(M),} 
+ X~*v¢)2(1 +£~7¢) dB, dB, } < Cazr { f f,,×R l(n A * ~:'Y' 2p-4/1, 
( f~  ,z,~.2p-4[ 1 -'-. 2 ,2 ) < CBzE I(r/A "Y'nv~ ', +A,~v~ dBndB~ 
z ×Rz 
=CBzE(fRIX~rTI2P-a(I+.X*2)edaBazd,Bar ) 
<<.CB2z [foS(l+E£~2P)dqBat+ fot(l+E.~s*2P)d,Bs,J. (4.13) 
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In the same way as for EI 2 we have 
ElZ <~CBZ~ [foS(l + EX*t2P)d~Bat + fot(l + EX*2P)d~Bsr] (4.14) 
(i = 8, 9, 10, 11, 12). Let fz = 1-q -tE~*2p, gz = 1 q- 2Ell~ol 2p, hz = 24C(1 +6Bz+ 
2BZ)Bz for z C R2+. Then by substituting (4.6)-(4.8), (4.10)-(4.14) into (4.4) we get 
/0 s /0 ] fz <<, 92 + hz f~ dB( + fat daBat + fsr d~Bs~ • 
z 
Hence, by Theorem 2.3 we have 
2 2 EXz 2e ~<(1 + 2elx0l 2p) exp{72c(1 + 6Bz + 2Bz)Bz} - 1. 
Letting N ~ +e~ in the last inequality we have 
EXz 2p ~<(1 + 2EIXolZP)exp{72C(1 + 6Bz + 2BZ)B 2} - 1, (4.15) 
where p = 2 or p >~ 4, and the constant C depends only on p. 
Now, by using (4.15) we shall give estimates on EX *n for every real number n >~ 0. 
(a) For 0 < n ~<2, we have from (4.1) that 
E..~z .2 <~ 2EIXol 2 + 2EIA;I 2 + EI~I*I 2 
<~2E[-~oIZ+CE{~z(I+-~)dB¢}2+CE{~z(I+X~Z)dB¢) 
~< 2EIX012 + C(1 + B~) f  (1 + EX¢*2) dB¢. 
d Rz 
Similar to the proof of (4.15), we also have 
EX; z ~<(1 + 2EIX012) exp{3C(1 + Bz)Bz} - 1 (4.16) 
for z 6 R2+. Therefore, by (4.5) and (4.16) we get 
EX; n <<. 1 + EX .2 ~<(1 + 2ElXol2)exp{3C(l +Bz)Bz}. (4.17) 
(b) For 2 < n~<4, by (4.5) and (4.15) we get 
EXz*" <~ 1 + EX .4 ~< ( 1 + 2E IXo] 4 ) exp { 72 C( 1 + 6B~ + 2B 2 )Bz 2 }. (4.18) 
(c) For 4 < n~<8, by (4.5) and (4.15) we get 
EX *n <~ 1 + EX .8 ~<(1 + 2EIXo18)exp{72C(1 + 6Bz + 2BZ)BzZ}. (4.19) 
(d) For n > 8, by (4.15) we get 
EX;" ~<(1 + 2EIXoln)exp{72C(1 + 6Bz + 2Bz2)B 2} - 1. (4.20) 
A combination of (4.17)-(4.20) implies Theorem 4.1. [] 
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Remark 4.1. In the special case that L is a constant, M -- W is the Wiener process 
on R2+ and Ast  = s .  t in (C.1)-(C.3), Theorem 4.1 is reduced to J. Reid's results (see 
Reid, 1983, Theorem 4.2). 
Remark 4.2. Let the predictable process L be a constant, M = fR~ f (¢ )dW~,  where 
f is a bounded predictable process, Ast = s • t in (C.1)-(C.3); then M is a strong 
martingale and (M) (z )  = [M]l(z) = [M]2(z) = fRz f(~)2d~" It is easy to see that the 
L, M and A satisfy the conditions (C.1)-(C.4). In this case we can take B in (C.1) 
as B(st) = s • t. 
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